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h i g h l i g h t s

< Anomalous fading of OSL from very deep traps is much slower than of conventional OSL in Durango apatite.
< Blue light and IR stimulation are followed by a strong DOSL signal called relaxation signal.
< The Anomalous fading of the relaxation signal is similar to that of TL and OSL signals.
< The data supports the correlation of relaxation signal with electron lifetime in conduction band.
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a b s t r a c t

Athermal or anomalous fading (AF) is one of the most serious problems in thermoluminescence (TL) and
optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating. Several possible ways have been suggested for choosing
a non-fading signal in feldspars, including high temperature thermal preconditioning of the samples. The
aim of the present work is to search for stable OSL signals in Durango apatite, a material which exhibits
very strong AF effects, by focusing on the existence of optically sensitive very deep traps (VDT). These are
traps which are responsible for TL peaks above 500 �C. Two experimental protocols are used to establish
the optimal stimulation temperature for these OSL signals from VDT, in order to estimate the activation
energy for these signals, and to study their AF properties. It is found that the OSL signals from VDT are
more stable than conventional signals from traps responsible for TL peaks below 500 �C, and that they
exhibit smaller anomalous fading effects. A new luminescence signal is reported in this material, con-
sisting of a long-lived luminescence decay, observed after the end of short 1 s optical pulses. This new
relaxation signal is observed after both blue light stimulation and infrared stimulation of the sample.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The success of thermoluminescence (TL) and optically stimu-
lated luminescence (OSL) as passive dosimetric tools is based on the
existence of energy levels with very long lifetime in inorganic
materials. These levels are capable of storing the radiation dose
delivered to them by ionizing irradiations originating in naturally
occurring radioactive isotopes and cosmic radiation, as well as from
laboratory irradiation sources. From the TL and OSL point of view,
all inorganic nature is a huge passive dosimeter, giving rise to many
dosimetry and dating applications.

One of the advantages of TL and OSL dating is the widespread
existence of inorganic materials which act as natural dosimeters.
Theoretically, the upper age limit of dating applications is set by
a combination of the lifetime and the saturation dose of energy
levels. Unfortunately, in some inorganic materials a rapid fading of
the luminescence signals is observed experimentally within short
times after irradiation, instead of within the long lifetimes pre-
dicted by standard kinetic models. This rapid fading process has
been termed athermal or anomalous fading (AF), and is one of the
most serious problems in TL and OSL dating (Wintle, 1973, 1977).

Extensive experimental andmodelingwork has been focused on
luminescence signals from feldspars, since they exhibit an extended
dose range and their luminescence signals saturate at higher doses
than quartz. Early attempts to circumvent the AF problem were
made by Sutton and Zimmerman (1978) and Templer (1985) and
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explanations of the AF effect have been based on various proposed
models, such as the tunneling model (Visocekas et al., 1976;
Visocekas and Geoffroy, 1977; Visocekas, 1985), the localized tran-
sitionmodel (Templer,1986; Tyler andMcKeever,1988) and amodel
based on competition with radiationless transitions (Chen, 2000).
Themost accepted current explanations of AFare based on quantum
mechanical tunneling from the ground state of the trap (Poolton
et al., 2002a, 2002b; Li and Li, 2008; Kars et al., 2008; Larsen et al.,
2009). Based on the observation that AF can be described by
a power-lawdecay, corrections for the dose underestimation arising
from this fading effect have been attempted (Huntley and Lamothe,
2001; Auclair et al., 2003; Lamothe et al., 2003; Huntley, 2006).

In recent years several investigations have attempted to over-
come the problem of anomalous fading, by searching for new
luminescence signals which might exhibit smaller AF effects.
Recent extensive experimental work by Jain and Ankjrgaard (2011)
elucidated the complexity of the luminescence processes in feld-
spars. Specifically these authors compared the blue emissions from
feldspar under both resonant IR and non-resonant green excita-
tions. They also examined elevated-temperature IRSL which has
shown more promise as a luminescence signal than room
temperature IRSL (Jain and Singhvi, 2001; Thomsen et al., 2008).
The results of Jain and Ankjrgaard (2011) were interpreted within
the framework of a model containing several possible recombina-
tion routes, namely (a) via the ground state and the excited state of
the trap, (b) via the band tail states and (c) through the conduction
band (Jain and Ankjrgaard, 2011) (their Fig. 3). These authors sug-
gested three possible ways of choosing a non-fading signal in
feldspars, as follows. Firstly, high temperature thermal pre-
conditioning can lead to more stable traps; a preheat of 350 �C was
suggested for isolating a luminescence signal that would exhibit
smaller AF effects. Secondly, it was suggested that an elevated
temperature IR bleach can lead to similar results as the thermal
preconditioning of the sample. Thirdly, time-resolved IRSL (TR-
IRSL) signals were shown to have promising non-fading properties.

Durango apatite is a natural material which is known to exhibit
strong anomalous fading effects. Previous work by Kitis et al. (1991)
has shown that all traps responsible for TL peaks up to 500 �C suffer
from strong anomalous fading. These authors studied AF effects for
a variety of experimental conditions and sample preconditioning.
Specifically they used different grain sizes, annealing temperatures
between 500 and 1000 �C, radiation predoses between 500 Gy and
2 kGy, and irradiation temperatures between liquid nitrogen
temperature and 200 �C. It was found that the AF phenomenonwas
present under all thesediverse experimental conditions, and that the
fading rate was affected only somewhat under some of these
experimental conditions. In later work, Polymeris et al. (2006) and
Tsirliganis et al. (2006) carried out a comparative study of AF effects
of TL and OSL signals in this material, and investigated the TL, blue
stimulated luminescence (BSL) and infrared stimulated lumines-
cence (IRSL) signals. All of these signals exhibited strong anomalous
fading, and contained two components termed fast and slow. The AF
properties of the remnant TL, BSL and IRSL signals as a function of the
storage time were fitted using equations from the tunneling model,
and the fading rate (expressed as the percentage per decade, g) was
evaluated. The g values of the BSL and IRSL signals were larger than
the corresponding value for the TL signal, while theAF rate of the fast
componentof BSLand IRSLwaspractically the same.However, theAF
rate of the slowcomponent of IRSLwas found to be stronger than the
AF rate for the BSL signal by a factor of 2. Kitis et al. (2006) studied the
effect of varying the heating rate during a TLmeasurement on the AF
properties of the samenatural crystal. They found that the integrated
TL signal increased dramatically with increasing heating rate, in
disagreement with standard kinetic models of TL in which the inte-
grated TL signal stays the same, or decreases due to thermal

quenching effects. An important result from this study was the
apparent decrease of the AF with increasing heating rate. Tsirliganis
et al. (2007) investigated the dependence of the AF of TL/OSL signals
in this material on the occupancy of the recombination sites. These
authors found that a reduction of the available recombination
centers leads to a corresponding reduction of the AF rate. Further-
more, the experimentally observed changes in the rate of anomalous
fading agreed with calculations based on a simple tunneling model.

The aim of the present work is to search for stable OSL signals in
thismaterial, by focusing on the existence of optically sensitive very
deep traps (VDT). These are trapswhich are responsible for TL peaks
above 500 �C, similar to the VDT recently studied in quartz (Kitis
et al., 2010). The VDT are very difficult to observe using lumines-
cence techniques, mostly because of the thermal quenching of the
luminescence centers. Secondly, at such high temperatures the
interference of high infrared background makes such TL measure-
ments up to 900 �C quite problematic. Furthermore, since these
traps have a large thermal trap depth, they are not accessible by TL
using commercially available TL readers. Apart from this, conven-
tional OSL using visible stimulation light sources of various wave-
lengths at ambient temperatures is also incapable of assessing such
deep traps, as the photo-ionization cross section of these traps is
expected to be very lowat ambient temperatures. For all the reasons
stated above and in conjunction with instrumental limitations
imposed for the commercially available luminescence readers,
mostly indirect ways were applied in order to study these deep
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Fig. 1. (a): CW-OSL signal emanating from VDT (very deep traps) measured in the
framework of the first protocol (step 3), for various stimulation temperatures. The
same curves are also presented in (b) normalized over the maximum initial intensity in
order to present possible changes taking place in the shape of the CW-OSL curves.
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traps. Besides TSEE and PTTL, deep traps could be observed in
thermally stimulated conductivity (TSC) and TLmeasurements after
irradiation at elevated temperatures. Recently, thermally assisted
OSL (TA-OSL) was also shown to be very effective. Especially in the
case of Al2O3:C, three out of four studies of VDT are conducted by
using indirect methods, instead of measuring TL up to 900 �C.

Polymeris and Kitis (2012) in a new detailed study of the VDT in
Al2O3:C provide an extended literature review on studies of VDT.

In terms of the three methods suggested by Jain and Ankjrgaard
(2011) for choosing a more stable signal, the present study falls into
their first category, namely that of thermal preconditioning of the
sample.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Sample

The sample used in these experiments was a natural crystal of
Durango apatite with dimensions of 8� 4� 3 mm. The single piece
crystal was crushed gently with an agate mortar and grains of
dimension 80e140 mmwere obtained after sieving. The grains were
annealed at 900 �C for 1 h, followed by rapid cooling to room
temperature. This annealing treatment is necessary in order to
empty all VDT, which may have been filled by the natural irradia-
tion of the material. Previous work has shown that this annealing
process does not influence the anomalous fading effect in Durango
apatite (Kitis et al., 1991).

Aliquots (sub-samples) with the same mass of 5 mg were
attached to stainless steel disks. Each data point reported in this
paper was the average of two measurements carried out on two
different aliquots/disks.
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Fig. 4. TL glow curves for storage times of “zero” and 240 min (curves (1) and (2)
respectively). Curve 3 corresponds to the residual TL obtained in step 6 of the second
protocol.
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Fig. 5. Analysis of the TA-OSL curves, which are measured in the framework of the
second protocol (step 5), by using the sum of two exponentials. Both sets of data were
measured at 180 �C. Curve (a) corresponds to a “zero” storage time, and curve (b) to the
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Fig. 2. (a): The TA-OSL of each component in terms of integrated signal, plotted versus
stimulation temperature. (b) The corresponding Arrhenius plots are used for evalu-
ating the activation energies of the TA-OSL effect.
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Fig. 3. The OSL decay curves obtained in the framework of the second protocol (step
3). Curve (a) corresponds to a measurement immediately after irradiation, and curve
(b) to a measurement after the maximum storage time of 240 min. Curves (a) and (b)
consist of two parts, with the first part corresponding to a brief (1 s) blue stimulation
which ends at the points shown in the figure. The second part of the signal is the DOSL,
not previously reported for this material.
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2.2. Apparatus and measurement conditions

Both TL and OSLmeasurements were carried out using a Risø TL/
OSL reader (model TL/OSL-DA-15), equipped with a 90Sr/90Y beta
particle source, delivering a nominal dose rate of 0.075 Gy/s. A
9635QA photomultiplier tube is used for light detection. The
stimulation wavelength is 470 nm, delivering at the sample posi-
tion a maximum power of 40 mW cm�2. The detection optics
consisted of a 7.5 mm Hoya U-340 filter (lpw340 nm, FWHM
w80 nm). All measurements were performed in a nitrogen atmo-
sphere with a low constant heating rate of 1 �C/s, in order to avoid
significant temperature lag, and the samples were heated up to the
maximum temperature of 500 �C.

2.3. Experimental protocols

The experimental procedure of the present work uses two
protocols. The first protocol is used to find the optimal temperature
for measuring the OSL signals from VDT. This protocol is very
similar to the one used by Kitis et al. (2010), who measured the OSL
signal from VDT in quartz.

� Step 1: The previously annealed aliquot is irradiated with a test
dose TD ¼ 15 Gy, in order to populate the traps and centers.

� Step 2: TLmeasurement up to 500 �C, in order to erase all glow-
peaks up to 500 �C.

� Step 3: Blue CW-OSL at Ti for 500 s (Ti ¼ 25, 75, 100, 125, 150,
180 and 200 �C). This represents the CW-OSL signal from VDT,
and this step allows a study of this signal at different stimu-
lation temperatures (Fig. 1(a)).

� Step 4: TL measurement up to 500 �C. The residual TL signal
will be compared to the TL signal obtained in step 2 of the
protocol. This step also checks whether a phototransferred
signal is created by the blue light CW-OSL stimulation used in
step 3.

� Step 5: Repeat steps 1e4 for a new aliquot and for a new
stimulation temperature Ti.

There are two goals for this first protocol. Firstly, to establish the
optimum stimulation temperature for measuring the OSL signal
from VDT. This optimal temperature will be used in the second
protocol. Secondly, to evaluate the thermal activation energy of the
OSL signals from VDT, in analogy to similar measurements carried
out in quartz (Kitis et al., 2010). Data presented in Fig. 2 are dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.

A second experimental protocol is used to study the anomalous
fading effect for two types of CW-OSL signals, those originating
from traps responsible for the TL signal up to 500 �C, and also for
the CW-OSL signal originating in VDT. The steps in this second
protocol are as follows:

� Step 1: The aliquot is irradiated with a test dose, TD ¼ 15 Gy.
The purpose of this step is to populate the traps and centers in
the annealed aliquots.

� Step 2: Store the sample in the dark and at room temperature,
for nine storage times ti ¼ 0, 5, 10, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 240 min.

� Step 3: Blue CW-OSL at room temperature for 1 s, followed by
measurement of the OSL signal for an additional 11 s after the
end of the 1 s stimulation. The purpose of this step is described
below. Typical results from this step of the protocol are shown
in Fig. 3.

� Step 4: TL measurement up 500 �C, in order to empty all traps
up to this temperature. This step also prepares the sample for
the next step in the protocol, in which the OSL signal from VDT
is measured.

� Step 5: Blue CW-OSL at TCW for 500 s. This step measures the
CW-OSL fromVDT. The optimal temperature of TCWwould have
been determined from the results of the first protocol.

� Step 6: TL measurement up to 500 �C. The intensity of this
residual TL signal will be compared to the TL signal obtained in
step 4 of the protocol. This step also checks whether a photo-
transferred signal is created by the blue light stimulation used
in step 5.

� Step 7: Repeat steps 1e6 for a newaliquot and for a new storage
time ti.

The aims of step 3 in this second protocol are twofold, namely:

1. To obtain the CW-OSL signal as a function of the storage time,
in order to reproduce previous detailed measurements of the
anomalous fading effect by Polymeris et al. (2006). The
anomalous fading properties of this brief (1 s) CW-OSL signal
will be compared with those of the OSL signal from VDT, which
is measured in step 5 of the protocol.

2. To study the properties of the relaxation signal measured
during the 11 s time interval which follows the brief 1 s optical
stimulation of the sample.

Two additional notes are necessary for the experimental
procedure in steps 2 and 3 of the second protocol. In step 2 the
exact zero storage time is not possible, because there is always
a minimum time elapsed between the end of the irradiation and TL
or OSL measurement. In the TLeOSL reader used this time is set
equal to 120 s. Consequently, this time is added to the storage time
sequence of step 2. Therefore, instead of zero time storage the term
“zero” storage will be used hereafter in the text.

Step 3 mimics the technique of pulsed optical stimulated
luminescence (POSL), in which a short pulse of optical stimulation
is followed by a relaxation period inwhich the stimulating source is
turned off. This 11 s relaxation signal provides valuable information
on the slower relaxation processes which take place after the end of
optical stimulation.

Step 4 is crucial because it is necessary for the experiment to
empty all electron traps thermally activated below 500 �C. For this
reason the very low heating rate of 1 �C/s was used in all cases of TL
readout. The goal of step 5 in the second protocol is to study the
anomalous fading effects for blue CW-OSL signals from VDT,
measured at a stimulation temperature of TCW.

The final TL readout in step 6 is crucial. Based on kinetic theory it
is assumed that if the stimulation light can liberate electrons from
VDT they will have two main pathways. First, to recombine giving
rise to a direct single step OSL signal and second to be retrapped in
shallower traps existing between the OSL measuring temperature
TCW and the 500 �C. During the optical stimulation the retrapped
electrons of the second pathway have two alternatives. The first is
to be stimulated again giving rise to a two-step OSL from VDT and
the second is to survive from the stimulation and be observed as
a phototransferred TL signal (also observed in step 4 of protocol 1).
Therefore, this step will show if some phototransfer signal can
survive as a TL signal according to the second alternative.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results from the first protocol: OSL from VDT

As mentioned previously, the main goal of the first protocol is to
obtain the optimal stimulation temperature for CW-OSL signals
from VDT in this material. The CW-OSL decay curves measured in
step 3 of the first protocol are shown in Fig. 1(a), while Fig. 1(b)
shows the same data as Fig. 1(a), normalized over the first data

G. Kitis et al. / Radiation Measurements 49 (2013) 73e8176
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point. The shape of the CW-OSL curves changes between stimula-
tion temperatures of 25 and 125 �C (curves 1e4), while it remains
the same at the higher stimulation temperature range of 150e
250 �C (curves 5e7).

Each of the curves in Fig. 1 was analyzed empirically into two
components, termed here C1 and C2, by using the sum of two
exponentials as follows:

IðtÞ ¼ C1 þ C2 ¼ A1 exp
�
� t
B1

�
þ A2 exp

�
� t
B2

�
: (1)

Where A1, A2 are the intensities of the components at t ¼ 0 and B1,
B2 the mean lifetimes.

The main interest from the analysis using Eq. (1) is to evaluate
the total integrals of components C1 and C2. However, the analysis
gives also the values of the mean lifetimes B1 and B2. Although,
there is a small increasing trend from TCW ¼ 25 �C up to 200 �C the
overall increase is less than 10% for B1 and 16% for B2. For this reason
only the mean values will be given which are B1 ¼ 66.7 � 7 s and
B2 ¼ 1250� 200 s. A similar analysis is performed in Subsection 3.3
where further examples of analyzed curves are given and
discussed.

From Figs.1 and 2(a) it is observed that themagnitude of the OSL
signal increases exponentially as the stimulation temperature
increases. This observation has also been well documented for
quartz samples (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003; Kitis et al., 2010) and
Al2O3:C (Polymeris and Kitis, 2012).

Fig. 2(a) shows the behavior of the integrated signal of the
components C1 and C2 obtained by the analysis of the data in
Fig. 1(a) as a function of the stimulation temperature. The inte-
grated signal of each component increases rapidly as a function of
the stimulation temperature, a phenomenon previously termed
thermally assisted OSL (TA-OSL). The activation energy of this TA-
OSL signal can be estimated from an Arrhenius plot in which the
natural logarithm of the integrated signal is plotted as a function of
the inverse temperature (1/kT). This is shown in Fig. 2(b) in which
the contribution of the OSL at room temperature was considered as
the maximum possible background signal and was subtracted from
the OSL signals at higher temperatures. The slope of the linear parts
of Fig. 2(b) are found to be E¼ 0.28� 0.01 eV for component C1 and
E ¼ 0.27 � 0.02 eV for the component C2.

From the data in Fig. 2(a), the temperature of 200 �C gives the
maximum CW-OSL signal. However, the temperature of 180 �C,
which gives also an intense CW-OSL signal was chosen as the
optimum stimulation temperature. This optimal stimulation
temperature was used throughout the second protocol.

The intensity of the residual TL signal measured in step 4 of the
first protocol was about 1% of the TL signal obtained in step 2 of the
protocol. This indicates that the TL readout applied in step 2 erased
all glow-peaks up to 500 �C. Furthermore, the very small residual TL
signal in step 4 indicates that there is negligible phototransferred
signal created by the blue light stimulation used in step 3 of the first
protocol.

3.2. The delayed OSL (DOSL) and TL glow curves

Typical results obtained in step 3 of the second protocol are
shown in Fig. 3. Curve (a) corresponds to a measurement imme-
diately after irradiation (“zero” storage time) and curve (b) to
a measurement after the maximum storage time of 240 min. Each
one of the curves (a) and (b) consists of two parts. The first part
corresponds to 1 s of blue stimulation, which ends at the points
indicated by the arrows in the figure. Presumably, even though the
blue light stimulation ceases at these points, the charge carriers in
the material continue to participate in the luminescence process

giving rise to the second part of the curve. This second part of the
signal has the characteristics of the delayed OSL (DOSL) discussed
by Bøtter-Jensen et al. (2003) (and references therein). A similar
signal was also reported by Jaek et al. (1999) which was termed by
them OSL afterglow (OSLA) and was attributed to phosphorescence
from shallow traps filled by the optical stimulation.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the CW-OSL signal decreases rather
quickly within the brief 1 s optical stimulation, by almost an order
of magnitude. The subsequent DOSL signal shows also a fast initial
decrease within the first 0.1 s, followed by a slower decrease over
the next 11 s. The AF properties of these two signals are summa-
rized in Fig. 6, and are discussed in subsequent sections.

Fig. 4 shows the TL glow curve measured in step 4 of the second
protocol. Curve (1) corresponds to a “zero” storage time, while
curve (b) to the maximum storage time of 240 min. Fig. 4 shows
that this remnant TL signal decays by almost 50% over the range of
storage times used in the experiment. It is also noted that the
maximum of the “240 min” glow curve is shifted towards higher
temperatures. These TL glow curves contain peaks at approximately
150 �C and 300 �C. Similar TL glow curves were analyzed previously
by Polymeris et al. (2006), by using a second order kinetics model.

Curve (3) in Fig. 4 corresponds to the residual TL obtained in step
6 of the second protocol. The integrated signal of curve (3) is of the
same intensity for all storage times used, and is equal to 1% of the
total integrated signal of curve (1), and to 3% of the total integrated
signal of curve (2). These results indicate that the TL readout
applied in step 4 of the protocol successfully erased all glow-peaks
up to 500 �C. Furthermore, the smallness of the residual TL signal in
curve (3) indicates there is no evidence of a phototransfer signal
caused by the blue light stimulation used in step 5 of the second
protocol.

3.3. Results from the second protocol: OSL from VDT at 180 �C

Two typical examples of CW-OSL curves from VDT obtained in
step 5 of the second protocol, are shown in Fig. 5. These CW-OSL
curves were measured at the same optimal stimulation tempera-
ture of 180 �C. Curve (a) in this figure corresponds to “zero” storage
time (i.e. immediately after the end of irradiation), while curve (b)
corresponds to the longest storage time of 240 min. A total of
9� 2¼18 CW-OSL curves was measured; these correspond to the 9
storage times, and to the two aliquot used for each of these storage
times. Each one of these 18 curves was analyzed empirically into
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Fig. 6. Remnant OSL signal normalized over the its value at “zero” storage time, as
a function of storage time, in terms of the OSL signal during the 1 s blue stimulation
(curve (1)) as well as the total integral of the DOSL signal (curve (2)). Curve (3) corre-
sponds to the TA-OSL signal from VDT. The three sets of data are fitted using Eq. (2).
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two components, by using the sum of two exponentials given by
Eq. (1).

In typical kinetic models for luminescence processes, the
exponential terms in Eq. (1) would represent first order kinetics
with negligible retrapping. These two components as well as their
sum, are shown as solid lines in Fig. 4, for curves (a) and (b). The
resulting value of the constant B1 is 76.9� 8 s and of the constant B2
is 1492 � 250 s. These values are in good agreement with the
corresponding values obtained in Section 3.1 for the case of OSL
from VDT as a function of OSL measuring temperature.

The TLeOSL signals monitored during an anomalous fading
experiment are the remnant TL/OSL, i.e. they represent the signals
remaining after various times have elapsed from the end of irra-
diation. These remnant signals are defined as the ratio r of the TL/
OSL signal remaining after storage time t, to the TL/OSLmeasured at
a reference time t0 after the end of the irradiation (Polymeris et al.,
2006). Specifically one writes:

r ¼ 1� K$ln
t
t0
; (2)

where K is a dimensionless constant. In practice, one fits the data to
this equation by treating K and t0 as adjustable fitting parameters. A
quantity commonly used to express the rate of anomalous fading, is
the fading rate in percentage per decade, g (Aitken, 1985). This
quantity is related to the constant K in Eq. (2) by the expression:

g ¼ 230:2 K: (3)

Fig. 6 shows the remnant OSL signal normalized over the value
at “zero” storage time, as a function of storage time t, for three
different signals. Curve (1) in this figure corresponds to the inte-
grated CW-OSL signal measured during the 1 s of blue stimulation
shown in Fig. 3. This signal originates in traps corresponding to TL
peaks below 500 �C, and the resulting value of K from the slope of
curve (1) is K¼ 0.122� 0.005. This value of K gives a percentage per
decade g ¼ 28.1 � 1.2, in close agreement with the anomalous
fading value of g ¼ 28.4 found by Polymeris et al. (2006) using blue
light OSL. It is concluded that the short (1 s) OSL signal shown in
Fig. 3 is consistent with the previous work by Polymeris et al.
(2006).

Curve (3) of Fig. 6 corresponds to the fading properties of the
integrated OSL signal from VDT, which was obtained in step 5 of the
second protocol. The resulting value of the fading parameter is
K ¼ 0.055 � 0.002, which gives a percentage per decade
g¼ 12.7� 0.5. This value is lower by a factor of 2.3 than the value of
g ¼ 28.1 � 1.2 obtained above for the OSL signal originating from
traps corresponding to TL peaks below 500 �C. From a practical
point of view, this is the most important result from this paper,
indicating that thermal pretreatment of the apatite samples by
heating to 500 �C, causes blue light to access optically sensitive VDT
in this material. The resulting CW-OSL signal from VDT is clearly
more stable, showing much smaller anomalous fading over time.

Curve (2) of Fig. 6 describes the anomalous fading properties of
the DOSL signals reported in this paper, and these are discussed in
the next section.

3.4. Analysis of the DOSL signals

The DOSL signals shown in Fig. 3 have not previously reported
for this material. Their long duration (for more than 11 s) at room
temperature is rather surprising, and their origin is unknown. The
DOSL signals obtained for the 2� 9 storage times were analyzed on
an empirical basis by using the sum of three exponential compo-
nents of the form:

IðtÞ ¼ C1 þ C2 þ C3

¼ A1 exp
�
� t
B1

�
þ A2 exp

�
� t
B2

�
þ A3 exp

�
� t
B3

�
: (4)

Where A1, A2, A3 are the intensities at t ¼ 0 and B1, B2, B3 are the
mean lifetimes. As previously mentioned, these components could
represent first order kinetics processes with negligible retrapping.
An example of this type of analysis is shown in Fig. 7. The mean
lifetime of each component resulting from the 9 � 2 ¼ 18 analyzed
DOSL curves for components C1, C2 and C3 are:
B1¼0.023� 0.0001 s, B2¼ 0.4� 0.06 s and B3¼ 3.3� 0.5 s. A fourth
“very fast” exponential component may be present, but its contri-
bution is restricted towithin the first two points of the DOSL curves
of Fig. 3. The resolution of the experimental data with the sampling
interval of 0.01 s does not allow for accurate determination of this
very fast DOSL component.

Fig. 8 shows the anomalous fading results of the three compo-
nents of the DOSL part shown in Fig. 3. All three exponential
components show the same anomalous fading behavior, and the
mean value of Kwas found to be K¼ 0.130� 0.006. According to Eq.
(3) this value of K corresponds to a percentage per decade
g ¼ 29.9 � 1.4, in close agreement with the value of g ¼ 28.4 found
previously by Polymeris et al. (2006) and Tsirliganis et al. (2006).

These DOSL signals are found to be at least an order of magni-
tude larger than the background signal measured at room
temperature, which was estimated to be 54 � 8 counts/s, or
0.54 � 0.08 counts/0.01 s (for the sampling time interval of 0.01 s
used in Fig. 3). Therefore, this background signal contributes very
little to the DOSL decay curves obtained in this experiment, and is
not visible in the experimental data shown in Fig. 3. In terms of the
overall integrated signal, this background represents about 1% of
the total integral for the “zero” storage time, and increases up to 5%
for the longest storage time of 240 min.

3.5. Investigation of the origin of the DOSL signal

Several possible explanations for the DOSL signal are possible.
Firstly, it could be due to the presence of shallow traps in this
material, which can be thermally unstable at room temperature.
Charge carriers from these traps could be thermally excited into the
conduction band after the end of the irradiation, and would cause
a long-lived phosphorescence signal at room temperature. A
second alternative explanation is that this DOSL signal originates
from charge carriers which were excited into the conduction band
during the short optical stimulation, and which undergo a slow
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Fig. 7. De-convolution analysis of the DOSL signal of Fig. 3, by using the sum of three
exponential components.
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DOSL process into the luminescence center after the end of the
pulse. A third possible explanation is that this long-lived DOSL
signal originates from charges whichwere excited into the band tail
states which are known to exist in feldspar materials (Jain and
Ankjrgaard (2011) and references therein).

Several important questions can be raised in connection with
these DOSL signals and their properties: (a) Are these signals due to
phosphorescence of shallow traps? (b) Can these DOSL signals be
observed using a different stimulation wavelength than the blue
light used in Fig. 3? (c) Is the shape of these signals truly the sum of
exponentials?

The experimental TL data helps rule out the first possible
explanation, namely that these are “phosphorescence” signals due
to shallow traps, which are thermally unstable at room tempera-
ture. Fig. 9 shows the TL signal up to 175 �C, as measured in step 4 of
the second protocol. The two curves shown correspond to the TL
glow curves measured after a “zero” storage time, and the
maximum storage time of 240 min. By taking the average of the
first 25 channels in these glow curves, we estimate the “phospho-
rescence signal” measured at room temperature for these two
storage times. By repeating this process at different storage times,
Fig. 10 is obtained, which shows the phosphorescence at room
temperature as a function of the storage time. The inset shows its
analysis using two components, lines (1) and (2), plus line (3)
which is the background curve (b). The corresponding values of the

lifetimes are 7.8� 1.2min and 238� 20min for the components (1)
and (2). These values are much higher that the lifetimes of the
relaxation signal obtained in Section 3.4. Furthermore, the magni-
tude of this “phosphorescence signal” is found to be about 50 times
smaller than the DOSL signal shown in Fig. 3. It is concluded that
the DOSL signal reported in this paper does not represent “phos-
phorescence” from shallow traps, but is indeed the results of
a charge relaxation process in this material.

In a separate experiment, the nature of the DOSL signal was
investigated by using a short IR pulse, instead of the short blue-
light pulse used previously. Fig. 11 shows the result of using
a short (1 s) IR excitation pulse. The inset shows a detail of the DOSL
signal up to 4 s of relaxation time. As seen by comparing this figure
with Fig. 3, a similar type of DOSL signal is obtained using IR instead
of blue light excitation. However, the fast decaying part of this IRSL-
induced DOSL signal in Fig. 11 is about an order of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding decay part of the blue-light DOSL
signal shown in Fig. 3. The question if the DOSL signal is due to
shallow phosphorescence traps can not be answered unambigu-
ously. However, the fact that the intensity of the DOSL signal (in cts/
0.01 s) in Fig. 11 is higher than the phosphorescence intensity (in
cts/s) in Figs. 9 and 10 is a good indication that it is not
phosphorescence.
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Fig. 9. A detail of Fig. 4 presenting the TL glow curves corresponding to “zero” and
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estimated at room temperature by taking the average of the first 25 channels.
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Finally, we investigate the third question posed above, by fitting
the DOSL signals with the sum of a stretched exponential plus
a constant, along the lines of Pagonis et al. (2012a,b) who investi-
gated in detail the possibility of using the stretched exponential
function to fit DOSL data. The equations used in this case is:

IðtÞ ¼ bgdþ I2 exp
�
� ðt=t0Þb

�
(5)

where the first term represents a constant background term, t0,
b are the parameters characterizing the stretched exponential term.
The results are shown in Fig.12, where one can see that Eq. (5) gives
very good fits to the experimental data. The parameters values
obtained were t0 ¼ 0.0150 � 0.0013 sand b ¼ 0.280 � 0.006.

Analternativeway tofit theDOSLdecaycurves is byusing, instead
of the stretched exponential of Eq. (5), an expression of the form 1/tn

withnaparameterbetween0and1. The resultingfits are verysimilar
to that of the stretched exponential shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b) with
the value of n¼ 0.71�0.03. This case is very interesting because it is
a good indication that the DOSL signal could be related to tunneling
recombination. Therefore, further experimental and modeling work
is necessary to decide which of the fitting functions is correct.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The results of the present work are highly encouraging, since
they show that it is possible to find stable luminescence signals by
appropriate preheat treatment of this sample of Durango apatite.
The goal of the present work was to search for stable OSL signals, by
focusing on the existence of optically sensitive very deep traps. Such
trapsmay be expected to exist inmany naturalmaterials, and can be
easily accessed and studied using the protocols used in this paper.

The luminescence signal reported in this paper was observed
after both blue light and infrared stimulation of the sample. By
studying the properties of these DOSL signals using different exci-
tationwavelengths, heat treatments and irradiation conditions, one
can extract very useful information about the luminescence path-
ways. This was shown in the recent extensive study of feldspars by
Jain and Ankjrgaard (2011) using time-resolved luminescence
experiments in the microseconds time range. The DOSL signals
studied here have much longer lifetimes of the order of tens of
seconds, and are easier to study experimentally.

The IRSL trap in feldspar is believed to be located at w2e2.5 eV
below the conduction band, and therefore optical stimulation with
blue light at a photon energy of 2.63 eV causes a direct transition
into the conduction band. However, stimulation with IR light of
a wavelength of w1.4 eV causes resonant electronic transitions
from the ground state into the excited state of the trap. Excitation
with green LEDs causes electronic transitions of an intermediate
nature, between blue and IR excitation energies. It is also believed
that a continuum of thermal excitations can take place from the
bottom edge of the band tail states, into the excited state of the trap,
and eventually into the conduction band. Jain and Ankjrgaard
(2011) concluded that electrons from the excited state can either
recombine with holes directly by tunneling, or they may be
involved in band tail transport through the crystal.

The results of these and other recent experimental studies
(Poolton et al., 2009; Thomsen et al., 2011), suggested that the
luminescence production mechanism in feldspars depends criti-
cally on the distance between the electron and the hole traps in
these materials. This distance seems to be one of the more
important elements in determining the shape of luminescence
signals from these materials. Recent modeling work by Pagonis
et al. (2012a,b) also supports the important role played by this
parameter in the production of continuous-wave IRSL (CW-IRSL)
signals. These authors presented a model which explained the
dependence of the shape of CW-IRSL signals on the power of the
stimulating light, based on the experimental work of Thomsen
et al. (2011). It is possible that Durango apatite may be charac-
terized by a relatively small distance between the electron and
the hole traps, leading to the high AF rate exhibited by this
material.

On the basis of the experimental observation that the new
luminescence signal reported here is observed after both blue light
and infrared stimulation, it is hypothesized that this long-livedDOSL
signal may originate from chargeswhichwere excited into the band
tail states. Clearly additional experimental work is necessary to
establish the origin and the true nature of these signals.

Further work is required in order to extend the present study to
other minerals suffering from anomalous fading, such as apatites of
other type and origin but mostly to feldspars. The VDT OSL signal
seems to be quite promising for establishing single aliquot dating
protocols since it lacks the anomalous fading effect.
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